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O



ne of the most exciting parts of building your new “aerospace vehicle” is creating and building the instrument panel. This is something you’ve likely thought about since the early days of the project. You’ve been dreaming, scheming, drawing, budgeting, and researching the perfect components and the perfect layout. Now that you’ve decided what you can afford, you’ve probably settled on the perfect display and layout. You’ve considered the symmetry, balance, functionality, color, labeling, and overall end result so you’re ready to start, right? Well, if only it were that simple. When building your instrument panel, there are a number of things that can mean the difference between a pleasant experience or utter disaster! Learning from the mistakes of others will save you many hours of frustration, along with wasted time and energy. We’re going to focus on a few simple things that will make the construction and installation of your panel a breeze. The starting point for any panel is a simple layout. While this sounds simplistic, it can be much more complex than you imagined. What do we mean by a layout? Well, it’s a simple graphical representation of what your finished instrument panel will look like. The primary goal of the layout process is to ensure the instruments are placed in a logical order. We’ve all seen high-dollar homebuilts with instrument panels that look like they are out of a 1942 B-25 bomber! Airplanes are after all functional machines, so it’s important when doing a panel layout that you put function before form. The main flight instruments should be placed in the standard six-pack configuration if using tradition-



al gauges, and engine instruments should be grouped in similarly logical groupings. Examples would be placing the oil temperature and pressure dials together, volts and amps, exhaust gas temperature (EGT) and cylinder head temperature (CHT), and so on. There is no good reason to randomly place instruments all over the panel. A good place to start your panel layout is with one of several online panel layout services available, such as www.ePanelBuilder.com and www.xPanelSoftware. com, or to consult any of the professional panel building companies that do this regularly; if you are contemplating having your panel built professionally, most companies will usually do rough layouts free or very reasonably. After you’ve done an online or electronic layout, make sure you do the same thing on your physical panel. What looks good on a small paper doesn’t always fit with the physical panel. Layouts on the actual panel can be as simple as paper representations of the instruments taped to your panel (in scale size of course), marker drawings right on the panel, or a more complex grid system with detailed measurements. A huge consideration when doing the layout is the airframe structure around and behind the instrument panel. Imagine the disappointment of a builder who constructed a loaded all-glass panel only to find that when he went to insert it into the plane, the instruments interfered with structural members of the airframe that could not be modified. Among the major considerations is the depth of instruments. Many modern radios are 10-12 inches deep, while often the distance between the panel and a structural sub panel may only be 8-9 inches. This means



Among the major considerations is the depth of instruments.
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you now have to cut a hole in the sub panel (or possible baggage compartment). Pay special attention to this, because some areas of the sub panel in certain airplanes cannot be modiﬁed. This can require a non-standard layout of a radio stack due to interference issues behind the panel. If you do modify any areas behind the panel (consult the kit manufacturer if you can), ensure that you provide at least an equal amount of structural reinforcement around the area you’ve modiﬁed. Now that you’ve settled upon a good functional and visual layout, it’s time to start cutting. Most instrument panels are constructed from aluminum sheet from .040 inch to .090 inches thick. If it’s much thinner than .040, the panel can be somewhat ﬂimsy (depending on what you install), and if you go much thicker



Photo 1 As it is in all other aspects of building, measure twice and cut once also applies to instrument panels. This builder’s instruments won’t fit because the holes are too close together. Remember that instruments are bigger behind the panel than they are in front.
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Photo 2 This builder didn’t leave enough room between the round instruments and the radio stack cutout.
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than .090, you’re just adding extra weight. Cutting the panel can be done in a multitude of ways. First, you could hire any number of companies to professionally laser, water jet, or machine cut your panel. This is often a good choice if you don’t own the requisite tools for cutting sheet aluminum. If you want to cut your own panel, it’s a relatively easy job. Tools and methods range from using knockout punches, hole saws, ﬂy cutters, die grinders, nibblers, or just plain old hand ﬁles. Before you make that ﬁrst cut, the old adage about “measure twice and cut once” cannot be overstated. The ﬁrst mistake many builders make is to forget that instruments often are much larger behind the panel than the actual display that appears in the panel. If you cut instrument holes too close together you



can ruin your entire panel because they simply won’t ﬁt. Photo 1 shows a builder’s instrument panel where holes were simply too close together. Instruments won’t ﬁt, and the rest of your panel might be ruined. Next you’ll no doubt be ready for the radio stack. While the standard radio stack is 6.25 inches in width, there are minor ﬂuctuations between manufacturer’s units, so the best approach is to make the radio stand a bit narrower to begin with…remember, it’s always easier to remove more material than to add it back! The big caveat with radio stacks is not only the varying width of components, but also the fact that you need to leave space for angles or other mounts to which the radio trays will be attached. Normally a distance of .75 inches will sufﬁce. In photo 2 you’ll see a nicely cut panel where the builder forgot to leave enough room between the round instruments and radio stack cutout to mount radio racks and trays. This resulted in the panel being scrapped and a new one constructed from scratch. Now that you’ve managed to cut out the radio stack properly and get



the other round gauges to ﬁt without interference issues, we need to discuss switches and circuit breakers. This is yet another area where problems can creep up and bite you before you know it! In photo 3 we see what appears from the front to be a nice, tight grouping of circuit breakers—but—a glance at the rear of the panel shows these circuit breakers are spaced entirely too close together. The circuit breakers are so close they are rubbing against each other, and the screws on the terminals are touching, which is not a good thing and resulted in yet another scrapped panel! In cases like this where the panel is already short on space, the typical reaction is to tighten up the spacing on the breakers and switches, but the point is it that it can lead to disastrous results. This incident cost the customer a lot of time because the problem wasn’t noticed until well into the panel building process, and the panel had to be cut from scratch. Remember when inserting blocks, rows, or groups of switches and/or circuit breakers of any type to leave room for bus bars, wiring, terminals, and interference with other instruments. There is no hard and



Photo 3 Looks good from the front, but... EAA Sport Aviation
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Photo 4 ...from the rear, the breakers are dangerously close together.



fast standard spacing because of the large variations in switch and breaker types, so you’ll need to investigate this thoroughly before drilling holes for those items. Last but not least, you need to think about future growth and maintenance access for your panel. If you space the standard main ﬂight instruments close together and in the future decide to add an electronic ﬂight information system (EFIS), autopilot, or other widget, you might ﬁnd you are unable to use any of the main instrument holes purely due to the spacing being too close. Aside from growth, you cannot underestimate the value of making things userfriendly from a maintenance perspective. It might be attractive to put some toggle switches at the top of your panel, but remember that the majority of aircraft have the



glare shield top skin permanently installed. If you ever want or need to gain access to those switches, lying on your back under the panel just once will convince you otherwise. This is the main reason switches and breakers are normally grouped near the bottom of the panel. There are many more issues and items that can be covered regarding instrument panels, but hopefully we’ve covered the basics to get you started. The goal here is to keep you on track, get the airplane done, and start ﬂying. With careful planning you’ll ﬁnd the process to be much more enjoyable if you don’t have to do it multiple times!



A huge consideration when doing the layout is the airframe structure around and behind the instrument panel.
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